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Where was your soul before you were born? If your soul is immortal, did it have a "life" prior to birth?

Did you choose your life and parents? Is reincarnation real? Elizabeth and Neil Carman, the authors

of Cosmic Cradle, address these questions through interviews with adults and children who report

pre-birth experiences (PBEs) not based on regression, hypnosis, or drugs. Instead, interviewees

recall their pre-birth existence completely sober and awake.In contrast to near-death experiences

(NDEs), which have been well documented to show us what the soul experiences after death, PBEs

throw light upon our lives before birth. People with NDEs sense that they "return home" when their

spirits cross to the other side. What is the nature of this place we "return" to? PBEs suggest that we

come from the same place we return to: we come from the Light and return to the Light. The same

eternal "you" progresses through life before life, human life, and life after death. This new edition of

Cosmic Cradle explores your soul's journey into your mother's womb--where your soul comes from,

the origin and purpose of your life, and the process by which you entered an earthly body. In

pre-birth communications, parents meet a soul seeking to cross over from the heavenly realm to

human birth. Persons with pre-birth memories recall existence in a luminous world before birth, in

which they preview the upcoming life with a Divine Planner, and recall how they journeyed to their

mothers' wombs.Contents Foreword by Bernie Siegel, MD Introduction: Amnesia of Our Spiritual

Origins Part One: Pre-Birth Memory 1. Children as Messengersâ€¨ 2. Memories of the Cosmic

Cradleâ€¨ 3. â€œI Was in Your Tummy Twiceâ€•â€¨ 4. Scanning Soul Plans: Contemporary Pre-Birth

Memories 5. Welcome to Planet Earthâ€¨ 6. Shirley Temple and the Blue Birdâ€¨ 7. Our Soul as a

Tiny Spaceshipâ€¨ 8. I Saw All My Costumes Â  Part Two: Pre-Birth Communications 9. Souls

Waiting in the Wings for Birth10. Soul as a Sphere of Lightâ€¨11. Cosmic Conception12.

Miscarriages and Stillbirths in the Light of Pre-Birth Plans13. Conversations with Unborn Children Â 

Part Three: Pre-Birth Wisdom down through History 14. Spirit-Children Down Underâ€¨ 15. Lodge of

the Great Manitouâ€¨ 16. The Cosmic Designerâ€¨ 17. Travelers from the Lightâ€¨ 18. Journey from

Forgetting to Remembering  Â From the Trade Paperback edition.
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I am the host of a spirituality website titled Beyond Religion which features mystical stories from

around the world in ten different categories, including pre-birth communication. I met the Carmans

when they contacted me, asking to be put in touch with some of the people who had submitted

stories dealing with experiences in their field of pre-birth studies. Later, they allowed me to preview

the manuscript of their new book.As familiar as I am with this type of story, I was amazed at the

breadth and depth of the information which this book contains. It elevated my understanding of the

subject to an entirely new level, and revolutionized my ideas, not only about the consciousness level

of the in-utero baby but the extent to which mother and child can communicate and interact.The

authors have interviewed over 150 people from a number of countries, "a rare group of individuals

who possess pre-birth memories." While most of us have a form of amnesia which causes us to

believe that we arrived here from nowhere, there are individuals who clearly recall existing as souls

in the spirit world and making the decision to be born into the physical.In addition, these people

remember the preparations which were required - choosing parents, sex, siblings, nationality, etc. -

as well as being fully aware of life in the womb during gestation. The child's spirit is not only able to

think deeply while its future body is developing, but is strongly influenced by what is happening in its

world outside the womb, to the extent that conflict in the family may cause it to decide to change its

mind about incarnating.

Can I give it MORE than 5 stars? I LOVE this book. I literally find my jaw dropping with pretty much



every story. The validations these people have gotten from their parents are astounding. Things that

they 'know' which are confirmed by parents and others could not have been available to them in any

other way besides having seen and experienced those things firsthand.I'm only about 1/3 of the way

into the book and I'm trying to savor every page. I don't want it to end and I'm HOPING for a sequel.

I'm a bit of a skeptic when it comes to the supernatural or scientifically unproven. But for me, I have

always found such hope in people who are born with very strong past life memories. Kids who are

so tied to their previous life that they have a difficult time adjusting to their current life. Their

memories are so strong, so detailed and clear that often, they end up meeting still living friends and

relatives from their previous lifetime and those friends or relatives become convinced that the child

was indeed their deceased loved one. Imagine the kind of evidence you would need to embrace

some little kid who was claiming to be your dead brother, mother, aunt or spouse. It would have to

be overwhelming! And it is!THIS book comes at a similar topic from a different aspect. Instead of

kids who remember their previous life, they remember their BETWEEN life...and the decision

making process in choosing their parents for the life they are currently living. When they tell their

parents about the things they remember, the parents are stunned and wonder how their child could

know such details from before they were born or from their own actual birth. One child described the

building she was born in as red brick.
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